This April 24 Let’s Feed 1.5 Million People to Commemorate
Armenian Genocide
LOS ANGELES—The Armenian community organizations in charge of organizing the Southern
California area Armenian Genocide commemorations, the United Armenian Council
of Los Angeles (UACLA), the Unified Young Armenians (UYA) and
the Armenian Genocide Committee (AGC) announce their plans for alternative commemorative
events given state and local orders prohibiting mass gatherings due to the ongoing coronavirus
pandemic.
In lieu of the traditional requiem service at the Armenian Genocide Martyrs Monument in
Montebello, the march in Little Armenia and the protest demonstration in front of the Los
Angeles Turkish Consulate, the committees have been working together to create an all day
commemoration which will be aired on local Armenian television channels as well as several
hours of live streaming on social media all to take place on April 24, 2020 beginning at 10 a.m.
The all-day commemoration will feature addresses by several prominent government officials,
community leaders and the clergy, as well as informative panel discussions concerning
Genocide recognition, reparations and restitution for the crime of Genocide. In addition,
viewers will have the opportunity to see documentaries regarding the Genocide and hear from
our community, well-known personalities and cultural presentations to honor the victims of the
first genocide of the 20th century.
The Armenian Genocide brought unspeakable horrors upon the Armenian population of the
Ottoman Empire, including mass starvation. At the time, Americans organized the largest relief
effort in United States history, through the Committee for Near East Relief to come to the aid of
the Armenians devastated by the impact of the Genocide. Armenians have never forgotten the
benevolence and great generosity of the American people. 105 years later, now Americans are
facing a food insecurity crisis due to unprecedented levels of unemployment brought on by the
Coronavirus pandemic.
To address this need, the UACLA/UYA/AGC have partnered with Feeding America, America’s
largest food bank, to raise funds to provide 1,500,000 meals to America, in honor of our fallen
martyrs and this great nation that came to our aid. Through this epic campaign, the entire
Armenian community will be able to give thanks to America for its philanthropy at our greatest
hour of need, and now, as Armenian-Americans we will do our part to help our communities
and neighbors of all backgrounds and affiliations who face food shortages at this extraordinary
time.
Take part in the 1.5 Million Feeding America Project.
Despite the tremendous challenges that all of humanity is facing at this time, the
UACLA/UYA/AGC, drawing on the tremendous example of our ancestors who faced extreme
adversity, adapted and was reborn stronger than ever, remains committed to the Armenian
Cause and working together toward a just resolution for the Crime of Genocide, demanding
from the government of Turkey the recognition of the Genocide, and rightful restitution and
reparations. Our work continues. We stand united, and we will make our voices heard for the
1.5 million martyrs of the first genocide of the 20th century.
We hope that this global epidemic will end soon, and that all our communities will rise from it
stronger than ever.
The coalition wishes you all the best. May you always remain healthy and safe.

